We present measurements of the charge state of 0.40 -0.55 MeV helium ions in earth's outer magnetosphere (L -6) using a novel technique. The radial gradient of the helium ion flux and the east-west anisotropy in the pitchangle distribution are both measured. These are combined with measurements of the magnetic field to calculate the flux-weighted average ion gyroradius. Since the magnitude of the magnetic field and the energies of the ions are known, the gyroradius determines the ion's charge state. During two pairs -,Ad 
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Introduction
The charge state of an energetic heavy ion in earth's magnetosphere can provide important information about the source of the ion and about the processes responsible for the formation and maintenance of the earth's radiation belts [Cornwall, 1972] . With increasing time after an injection, however, the effects of charge exchange will become the dominant factor in determining the observed charge -"-
state.
If an energetic ion is neutralized by charge exchange, it is free to leave the magnetosphere. This loss is one of the important processes controlling the steady-state configuration of the heavy ion radiation belts, Also, the radial diffusion coefficient may depend on an ion's charge-to-mass ratio [Cornwall, 19721 . Thus, It is clear that the charge state of the energetic helium population is a fundamental parameter to be measured in studies of the radiation belts.
In this paper we pre;sent the first measurements of the quiet-time charge state distribution of stably trapped He ions with energies !n the range 0.40 -
3
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0.55 MeV.
The charge state is determined by measuring the gyroradii of ions
I1
with a known kinetic energy. The gyroradius is determined by simultaneous measurements of the radial gradient of the ion flux intensity and of the eastwest anisotropy in ion flux produced by the "radial-flux-gradient cross B"
(lj x J) effect. The magnitude of this anisotropy is proportional to the ratio between the ion gyroradius and the radial-flux-gradient scale length.
These measurements were made near the equator in the outer zone, 5 < L < 7, using The Aerospace Corporation's ion telescope aboard the SCATHA satellite (Blake and Fennell, 1981; Fennell, 1982] .
A preliminary report of these results was presented by Chenette et al.
119821.
These results complement the earlier work of Klecker et al. (19831 and Ma Sung et al. [1983] who have reported helium charge state measurements at somewhat higher energies. 
Instrumentation
The Aerospace Corporation's ion telescope aboard SCATHA is a collimated two-detector range-energy telescope. It is illustrated in Figure 1 . The rear detector, detector 2, is used to veto particles which penetrate detector 1.
Detector 2 is operated with a threshold equivalent to 0.109 MeV energy deposit in the detector. Detector I is operated with six thresholds to separate He and heavier ions [Blake and Fennell, 1981J . The results presented in this paper are based on the lower energy He channel of this telescope, which counts incident He ions with energies from 0.40 to 0.55 MeV. This channel is used because its counting rates are high enough so that statistical uncertainties do not dominate the anisotropy signal being measured.
The data from the ion telescope consist of continuous 1-second samples of the counting rate of particles triggering a given threshold of detector 1 but not triggering detector 2. Each sample is assigned a pitch angle,which is the angle between the center of the detector field-of-view and the direction of the magnetic field measured simultaneously by the SCATHA magnetometer [Fennell, 19621. SCATHA orbits between L -5.3 and L -7.8 with an inclination of 7.8.
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The satellite spins at -1 rpm and its spin axis is kept normal to the earthsun line and directed from dusk to dawn. This orientation of the satellite generally permits instruments mounted perpendicular to the spin axis, like the ion telescope, to sample the full range of pitch angles every minute. •.
Method of Analysis
Figure 2 illustrates how the characteristics of the SCATHA satellite and its orbit allow us to make the measurements of the radial gradient and Vj x B anisotropy that are necessary for the present analysis. The radial gradient of these helium ions is directly measurable between 5.3 and 7,8 earth radii since SCATHA's orbit is eccentric although, because of the -24 hour period of SCATHA, the L-range is covered only twice per day. Given that the dominant helium ion flux gradient is in the radial direction, the Vj x B anisotropy is measurable whenever the spin axis of the satellite has a significant radial component, e.g. near the dawn and dusk local time sectors.
As Figure 2 illustrates, in the noon sector (and midnight) when the instrument views in the sunward and anti-sunward directions, ions are sampled whose gyrocenters are in roughly the same L-shell as the satellite. However, in the dawn sector, the telescope samples ions with gyrocenters at lower altitudes than the satellite when viewing sunward, and, when viewing anti-sunward, the telescope samples ions with gyrocenters at higher altitudes. Thus, since the ion flux near synchronous altitudes is more intense closer to earth, a net sunward anisotropy is observed. In the dusk sector, the direction of maximum of this component of the ion anisotropy will be anti-sunward. Since when viewing sunward and anti-sunward the telescope samples particles with gyrocenters separated by two gyroradii, the magnitude of this anisotropy is determined by both the particle's gyroradius and the spatial gradient of particle flux. "-J -. "
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Pg qB where p is the ion's momentum, c the speed of light, B is the local magnitude of the magnetic field,and q is the ion's charge. Since B is measured and p is known from the kinetic energy of the ion, q can be inferred by measuring both the anisotropy factor (2.5 in this case) and L O , the radial gradient scale length.
Since SCATHA's orbit is inclined relative to the magnetic equator, and since the pitch-angle distributions of these helium idns are anisotropic (Figure 3) , the analysis of these data must be more sophisticated than outlined above. We have used the measured ion pitch angle distributions to calculate the perpendicular flux at the magnetic equator by assuming that these distributions are adequately represented by a function of the form
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where L is the magnetic L-shell parameter and a is the ion's equatorial pitch angle. The geometric man of the sunward and anti-sunward flux is . calculated at each L and these data are fit by a least-squares method to calculate the power-law index, y. The geometric mean is used because it removes the dependence on L 0 in the model flux distribution. This effect has been discussed by Blake and Fennell [1981J. Thus to obtain reliable estimates of y for our purposes, fits were restricted to the pitchangle range 450 to 135* .
For the periods that we analyzed, y was typically in the range 2.5 < y < 3.0.
The data were corrected to the magnetic equator using N and the measured magnetic field magnitude together with the minimum field magnitude on that field line obtained from the field model of Olsen and Pfitzer (19771. L 0 was obtained from least-squares fits to these "corrected equatorial" data ( Figures   5, 6 ). Only data obtained within 10 of the model magnetic equator have been used in this initial study to minimize the uncertainty introduced by extrapolations to the magnetic equator. For the present analysis, pitch angle distributions were averaged in contiguous 15-minute intervals. anisotropy. 
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In these relations, e is the angle between the satellite spin axis and the radial direction (projected on a plane normal to B), M is the ion's mass, T its kinetic energy, and <q> is the "average" charge of the ion. If the helium flux is a mixture of charge states 1 and 2, then <q> will have a value between 1 and 2 but it will not be a flux-weighted average.
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Discussion
The immediate conclusion to be drawn from Figures 5 and 6 and Table 1 is that the dominant charge state of the helium ions measured was +1. This result is qualitatively consistent with theoretical calculations of the equilibrium charge state of 400-keV helium ions in this region of the magnetosphere and it occurs because the He + + 4 He+ charge exchange cross section is -4 times larger than the He+ + He + + cross section at 400 keV in a neutral hydrogen atmosphere like the hydrogen geocorona [Tinsley, 1978; Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1978) .
Extrapolation of the results presented by Tinsley 11976]
suggests that the 400 keV He++ lifetime against charge exchange is only a few p days at L -5. This is nuch shorter than characteristic diffusion times in the quiet magnetosphere [Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1978; Klecker et al., 1983; Ma Sung et al., 1983 , and references therein].
p
The data of Figure 5 and Table I also suggest that during the spring r -rr .
at the same time that the observed gradient became flatter. Because the set of circumstances necessary to mimic this spatial variation is so artificial, we conclude that it is a real effect.
The temporal change in the relative abundances of He + and He + on days 109 and 110 are in the direction that one would expect for an initial population of He + + evolving towards equilibrium via charge exchange. The charge exchange lifetimes for He+ inferred from these data are 3 * 2 days for the L = 5.3 to 5.5 bin and < 1.3 days for the L a 5.5 to 5.7 bin. The latter value is somewhat smaller than expected [Tinsley, 1976; Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1978] , but the dispersion of the measurements for day 110 between L -5.5 and 5.7 is large and thus less confidence may be placed on results derived from these data.
The appearance on days 109 and 110 of a population of He + + ions within L = 5.6 which was decaying to He + suggests a scenario that will warrant further study; namely, that these He + + ions were directly injected and trapped in this region on the previous day. The radial transport of these He + + ions from their presumed source outside the magnetosphere to within L = 5.6 must have been faster than the charge exchange lifetime (a few days) and must have occurred only a fraction of this lifetime before the measurements were made on day 109. Thus studies of the helium-flux charge state provide a significant new channel of information for understanding magnetospheric dynamics. Aetop h ice Lboratory : Launch vehicle and reentry aerodynamics and heat transfer, propulsion cmiistry end fluid mechanics, structural mechanics, flight dynamics; high-temperature thermomechanics, sea kinetics end radiation; research in environmental chemistry and contamination; cw and pulsed chemical laser development including chemical kinetics, spectroscopy, optical resonators and beem pointing, atmospheric propagation, laser effects and countermeasures.
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